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Summer 2 2018
Which six will YOU choose?
Reception
Need some support? Here are some ideas that
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Writing

School Values Forgiveness
Dance

The World

Tapestry
Other Learning

may help you. Remember, you do not need to
follow these. You might have better ideas, or want
to focus on one aspect only.
Can you write some number calculations? You could
add (4+3=7) or subtract (5-4=1). Remember to find
some objects you can count to help you.
Your Home Learning will be marked by your new
teacher. Can you write a letter to them? Tell them the
things you like and what you might need some help
with. Make sure you impress them with your very best
writing! You will find out who your Year 1 teacher is
on Friday 22nd June.
What does forgiveness mean? Is there someone you
are angry or upset at that you could forgive? Do you
need to ask for forgiveness from somebody else?
We are working hard on the songs for our Disney
performance – ‘Be Our Guest’, ‘Under the Sea’ and
‘Circle of Life’. Can you make up a dance to a different
Disney song? Practise in the summer then you can
show Miss Tomlin and the new Reception children in
September if you would like to!
In September, Miss King is going to teach children in
New Zealand for a year! Can you find out about New
Zealand? Where is it? What animals live there? What
should Miss King visit while she’s there?
You will have access to Tapestry until the beginning
of September. You can keep adding photos of your
learning until then.
What else have you been learning at home?
Use your logins to access your Study zone or
Sumdog accounts and try some of the great games
on there.
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help you. Remember, you do not need to follow
these. You might have better ideas, or want to
focus on one aspect only.
Can you write some doubling and halving calculations?
E.g. 7+7=14 or Half of 18 = 9. Remember to find some
objects you can count to help you.
You could also do some counting in 2s, 5s and 10s!
Your Home Learning will be marked by your new
teacher. Can you write a letter to them? Tell them the
things you like and what you might need some help
with. Make sure you impress them with your very best
writing! You will find out who your Year 1 teacher is on
Friday 22nd June.
What does forgiveness mean? Is there someone you
are angry or upset at that you could forgive? Do you
need to ask for forgiveness from somebody else?
We are working hard on the songs for our Disney
performance – ‘Be Our Guest’, ‘Under the Sea’ and
‘Circle of Life’. Can you make up a dance to a different
Disney song? Practise in the summer then you can
show Miss Tomlin and the new Reception children in
September if you would like to!
In September, Miss King is going to teach children in
New Zealand for a year! Can you find out about New
Zealand? Where is it? What animals live there? What
should Miss King do while she’s there?
You will have access to Tapestry until the beginning of
September. You can keep adding photos of your
learning until then.
What else have you been learning at home?
Use your logins to access your Study zone or Sumdog
accounts and try some of the great games on there.
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